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Born Survivor: Bear Grylls
Could you survive in the jungle? Six months after his adventures in Spirit of the Jungle, Mak returns to
the Wainganga River, where a conservation project is tracking the elusive wild elephant, endangered by
loggers and poachers. When a young elephant is captured by an unscrupulous merchant, Mak and his friend
Diya follow them into the heart of the jungle in a quest to set the animal free. But soon Mak finds that
he must remember all his survival skills to escape danger. Inspired by Rudyard Kipling's classic The
Second Jungle Book, Return to the Jungle is an exciting contemporary action-adventure from the nation's
favourite adventurer, Bear Grylls.

Forest
Are you ready to be an explorer? Do you know how to cope with searing heat and intense cold? Can you
find food and water in the wild? Avoid deadly diseases? Fight back against man-eating beasts? Bear
Grylls World Adventure Survival Camp will teach you everything you need to know to cope in all weather
and terrain. The perfect gift for any young adventurers in training.

Your Life - Train for it
“Bear Grylls is a veritable superhero….The former UK Special Forces paratrooper has braved the world’s
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harshest environments.” —Hampton Sides, Outside Magazine “Bear Grylls is one tough, crazy dude.”
—Washington Post THE THRILLING #1-BESTSELLING MEMOIR BY THE ADVENTURE LEGEND AND STAR OF NBC'S RUNNING
WILD WITH BEAR GRYLLS Bear Grylls has always sought the ultimate in adventure. Growing up on a remote
island off of Britain's windswept coast, he was taught by his father to sail and climb at an early age.
Inevitably, it wasn't long before the young explorer was sneaking out to lead all-night climbing
expeditions. As a teenager at Eton College, Bear found his identity and purpose through both
mountaineering and martial arts. These passions led him into the foothills of the mighty Himalayas and
to a karate grandmaster's remote training camp in Japan, an experience that soon helped him earn a
second-degree black belt. Returning home, he embarked upon the notoriously grueling selection course for
the British Special Forces to join the elite Special Air Service unit 21 SAS—a journey that would push
him to the very limits of physical and mental endurance. Then, disaster. Bear broke his back in three
places in a horrific free-fall parachuting accident in Africa. It was touch and go whether he would walk
again, according to doctors. However, only eighteen months later, a twenty-three-year-old Bear became
one of the youngest climbers to scale Mount Everest, the world's highest summit. But this was just the
beginning of his many extraordinary adventures. . . . Known and admired by millions as the star of Man
vs. Wild, Bear Grylls has survived where few would dare to go. Now, for the first time, Bear tells the
story of his action-packed life. Gripping, moving, and wildly exhilarating, Mud, Sweat, and Tears is a
must-read for adrenaline junkies and armchair explorers alike.

Desert
Get ready for an adventure with Bear Grylls. Explore the wild woodlands and discover how to build
shelters, find food and water, and stay safe from dangerous plants and animals. Learn what equipment to
pack, how to navigate the woods and how to deal with emergencies in this guide to the forest.

Firecraft and Campfire Cooking
Ever wanted to be an adventurer like Bear Grylls? If you do, you will need to know all the skills
required to survive camping in the wilderness! In this practical field guide readers will learn how to
choose the best site, how to build shelters and how to make a solar shower - and much more. With fullcolour illustrations throughout, this book will appeal to scout groups, as the topic coincides with
scout badges.
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Extreme Food
"Sophie loves camp--except for all the creepy-crawlies. Getting trapped in the tent with a daddy
longlegs is terrifying, and spiders make her scream. It's so embarrassing. But then a mysterious compass
transports her to a fiercely hot desert, where Bear Grylls, her guide, is watching. The sun is beating
down, and together they must trek to find water and overcome the dangers lurking in the dunesWill Sophie
find her survival spirit, face up to her fears and make her way back to her friends?" -- Page [4] cover.

Living Wild
Real-World Tactics for Safety and Survival in Extreme Situations For the beginner and way beyond,
Extreme Wilderness Survival has what every outdoorsman needs to stay safe in the woods: the right mindset, skills, advanced tactics and gear choices based on real experiences. Craig Caudill of Nature
Reliance School has spent four decades gathering expertise in outdoor survival—including two 30-day solo
sabbaticals in remote woods with only a knife. He teaches military personnel as well as everyday
citizens how to avoid trouble and what to do when you can’t avoid it. In this book, Craig puts it all
together in a sensible way, step by step, for almost any scenario—from getting lost alone to extreme
group tactics. You’ll learn how to: · Strengthen your mental fortitude · Heighten awareness to avoid
danger · Hunt, fish and forage for food · Make gear from scratch · Use tactics and self-defense to fight
off predators · Track animals and other people · Choose the right gear to help you get home safe always
In this book, you’ll learn how to work with nature, not against it, so you can travel with a healthy
dose of confidence and caution, stay safe and survive no matter what dangers you encounter.

A Survival Guide for Life
Return to the Jungle
Bear Grylls' Extreme Planet is a whirlwind tour of the globe, seeking out the highest, deepest, wildest,
thinnest, coolest, hottest, scariest and smelliest things planet Earth has to offer! From the longest
place name and the most dangerous road in the world, to the riskiest food to eat and where to find the
oldest vomit, Bear Grylls will guide you through the coolest facts and the most perilous limits of our
Extreme Planet. A fantastic journey through all the extremes of our fascinating world.
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Extreme Wilderness Survival
Joe loves exploring. It's so much fun - but he does have a habit of getting hopelessly lost. When a
compass sends him to the Arctic tundra, where snow stretches in all directions and the landscape looks
the same, he's disorientated. Luckily, Bear Grylls is on hand with tips and tricks as they adventure
across ice floes and frozen lakes, seeking shelter from the freezing temperatures . . . Can Joe learn to
navigate without a map and find his way in the wild?

Ultimate Survival Handbook
In the bitter arctic cold, a young adventurer feels the heat as criminals close in . . . Teenager Beck
Granger is north of the Arctic Circle, and a harsh Swedish winter is closing in. He is enjoying a break
from adventure, working with environmental action group Green Force—until a chance encounter with an old
family acquaintance changes everything. Beck is thrust in the path of a band of criminals that will stop
at nothing to keep their secret safe. A secret that, if revealed, could change Beck’s life forever.
Beck’s survival skills are put to the ultimate test as he is forced to flee through the arctic
wilderness. The enemy remains unknown, but their goal is clear: they want Beck dead—in this thrilling
novel by the host of Running Wild with Bear Grylls.

True Grit
Embark on an amazing adventure with Bear Grylls to explore the great outdoors. Learn how to navigate in
a desert landscape, how to gather food and water safely, and how to build a shelter to keep you dry and
warm at night. Includes step-by-step instructions and tips from Bear.

Bear Grylls Survival Skills Handbook: Camping
In Man vs. Wild, Bear Grylls demonstrates all manner of survival techniques when faced with nature's
extremes--from crossing piranha-infested rivers to fighting off grizzly bears. He shows us how, armed
with the correct know-how and a determination to stay alive, all of us have the potential to beat the
elements in even the bleakest of situations. Bear Grylls is the ultimate modern-day adventurer. He spent
three years with the British Special Forces (21 SAS), only leaving when a near-fatal parachuting
accident broke his back in three places. Just two years later, Grylls followed his childhood dream and
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became one of the youngest climbers ever to reach the summit of Mount Everest. He is the host of the
Discovery Channel series Man vs. Wild, where viewers tune in to watch Grylls show what it takes to find
your way out of the most inhospitable places on earth with little more than the clothes on your back.
Now, in his book, he shows his millions of fans worldwide how to do what he does in an utterly
entertaining crash course in surviving every kind of hard ecosystem--mountain, sub-zero terrain, jungle,
desert, and the sea. Grylls takes readers on a journey to the corners of the earth and recreates
disaster scenarios such as being stranded on a desert island or lost in the snowy Arctic. Perfect for
armchair adventurers and extreme sports buffs alike, Man vs. Wild is destined to become a classic in
adventure literature. Prepare to learn how to Snack on maggotsDig yourself a shelter from the snowSuck
the fluid from fish eyeballsSkin a snake and eat itUse your own urine to cool yourself downLive without
your cell phone "When disaster strikes and we find ourselves alone in an unknown and hostile
environment, why do some people survive and others perish Almost all of the most extraordinary tales of
survival seem to involve an indefinable Ingredient X, which can only be understood as having its source
in that mysterious entity, the `human spirit.'" --Bear Grylls, Man vs. Wild

Mission Jaguar
Wild Survival
Bear Grylls knows what it takes to survive. But he’s not the first. Take the American bombardier Louis
Zamperini, who survived 47 days stranded at sea by catching and killing hungry sharks and drinking the
warm blood of albatrosses — only to be captured by the Japanese and horrifically tortured for years in
their most brutal POW camps Or Marcus Luttrell, a Navy SEAL who single-handedly took on a Taliban
regiment before dragging his bleeding, bullet-ridden body for days through the harsh mountains of
Afghanistan Or Nando Parrado, one of the survivors of a horrific air-crash high in the ice-bound Andes,
who only lived because he was willing to eat the flesh of his dead companions In this gripping new book,
Bear tells the stories of the adventurers, explorers, soldiers and spies whose refusal to quit in the
most extreme situations has inspired him throughout his life. Some of them make uncomfortable reading –
survival is rarely pretty. But all of them are tales of eye-watering bravery, death-defying resilience
and extraordinary mental toughness by men and women who have one thing in common: true grit.

Blizzard Challenge
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Bear Grylls is no stranger to extremes. During a three-year stint in the SAS he was involved in a
horrific parachuting accident in Africa and broke his back in three places. Months of rehabilitation
followed but, never losing sight of his childhood dream of climbing Everest, Bear went on to become the
youngest Briton ever to reach the summit and survive. It was a close-run thing, however, as during the
descent he was almost killed in a crevasse, his life saved only by his team-mate and a rope. In 2003
Bear completed another world-record-breaking expedition, leading his team through freezing spray and
icebergs across the North Atlantic Ocean in a small inflatable boat. More drama followed as Bear, a
karate black belt, set out to show the viewers of Channel 4 what it is really like to complete the
gruelling basic training of the Foreign Legion. Now, in Born Survivor which accompanies a brand new
eight-part series for Channel 4, the world's ultimate survivor shows us how to stay alive in the most
unforgiving conditions on Earth. From crossing piranha-infested rivers and finding fresh food to
building bush fires and fighting off grizzly bears - all manner of survival techniques from our most
dangerous environments are covered. So, whether you find yourself stranded on a desert island in the
Pacific, lost in the Lake District, or stuck in the snow on Greenland, once you've read this book, you
too will be able to beat the elements and survive the wild.

Epic Expeditions
Chloe is enjoying activity camp and all the outdoor fun - what's not to like? But she can't understand
why everyone goes on and on about "leaving things the way you found them". After all, what's the big
deal about a bit of litter in the middle of the woods? The world is big enough for a bit of rubbish not
to matter. But when she's given a mysterious compass with a fifth direction she's transported to a
tropical island beach and has to brave the extreme conditions with the help of survival expert Bear
Grylls. It's not like a typical trip to the seaside! First there's a shipwreck to escape through raging
surf, fresh water to source, not to mention quicksand and sea urchins Will Bear persuade her to change
her ways when she sees how much non-degradable litter still washes up, and the damage it does to
wildlife? And who will get the compass next?

Spirit of the Jungle
Get ready to rustle up some delicious campfire food with Bear Grylls. Learn how to start a fire, the
best food to take on an expedition, plus some tasty recipes. Includes step-by-step instructions and tips
from Bear.
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How to Stay Alive
Discover the world's most amazing mountains, and the extraordinary climbers who conquered them. Battle
extreme weather, high altitude, treacherous rocks, and many other dangers as you venture up the tallest,
steepest, and most incredible peaks on the planet.

Mission Raptor
In How to Survive, John Hudson, Chief Survival Instructor to the UK military, shows how strategies for
life or death situations can help us excel in our everyday lives.

Soul Fuel
The first thrilling adventure in the series for young readers from survival expert and Chief Scout Bear
Grylls. Olly hates activity camp and its pointless activities. Why should he bother building a stupid
shelter or foraging for food with his teammates - he'd rather be at home in the warm and dry, where the
sofa and the video games are. But then Olly gets given a compass with a mysterious fifth direction. When
he follows it, he's magically transported to a high mountain range where he meets survival expert Bear
Grylls. With his help, Olly must learn to survive in sub-zero temperatures, including what to do if the
ice cracks when you're crossing a frozen lake, or a blizzard sets in. But can his adventure with Bear
Grylls change Olly's mind about teamwork and perseverance? And who will Olly give the compass to next?

Bear Grylls Survival Skills Extreme Environments
In the tradition of the million-copy-bestseller SAS Survival Guide, former SAS paratrooper Bear
Grylls—the world’s most famous survival expert—teaches the necessary skills for eating in the wild.
“There’s no getting away from it; I’ve eaten some pretty extreme things in my time—live tarantulas, raw
goat testicles, elephant dung, you name it. In a situation when your life depends on it, you need to put
your prejudices aside to keep your stomach filled and your strength up. Whether it’s mastering the art
of foraging and cooking up a tasty feast around the campfire or learning about the more extreme end of
wild food (ever tried a scorpion kebab?), there’s a lot to learn when it comes to dinner time in the
wild. Extreme Food will teach you all the necessary skills and techniques to get your teeth into meals
you might never have thought of as food in the first place—and, crucially, how to recognize plants and
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animals that might end up doing you more harm than good. In today’s world, we rarely need to venture
beyond the local supermarket and we turn our noses up at the thought of snacking on bugs and grubs. But
out in the wild, Mother Nature has provided us with a plentiful supply of nutritious—if not always
delicious—food for the taking. And when needs must, we just have to know where to look. Some of it might
take you out of your comfort zone. Some of it might turn your stomach. But it’s saved my life more than
once. And one day, it might save yours . . .”—BEAR GRYLLS

The Arctic Challenge
Ever wanted to be an adventurer like Bear Grylls? If you do, you will need to know all the skills
required to stay safe while exploring! In this practical field guide, readers will learn how to signal
for help, how to find water and how to safely gather food - and much more. With full-colour
illustrations throughout, the title will appeal to scout groups, as the topic coincides with scout
badges.

Mud, Sweat, and Tears
Bear Grylls is fitter, stronger and readier than ever to take on the challenges of the wild, thanks to a
revolutionary new fitness program. And at the heart of Bear's personal training regime are fast-paced,
dynamic workouts that can be done anywhere by anyone - men and women, young and old - in just 30 minutes
or less! Select your workout: choose from Kettlebell Resistance training, Bodyweight workouts or Primal
Power stretch sessions. Try one of Bear's epic Hero workouts for his ultimate challenge of all three
disciplines combined Learn the moves: select your express workout based on the time you have available be it 3 minutes or 30 - and then, as Bear says, 'It's time to get BG fit!' Train hard but eat natural:
follow Bear's simple and straightforward advice on fueling your body for maximum success and sustained
health benefits. Train more efficiently with fast and achievable results - a fitter, stronger, healthier
you is just around the corner. Go on, it's your life - train for it!

Epic Climbs
Bear Grylls Survival Skills Handbook: Dangers and Emergencie
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THE ULTIMATE SURVIVAL GUIDE FROM THE WORLD'S LEADING SURVIVAL EXPERT. ___________ Do you know how to
Survive a bear attack? Make fire from virtually nothing? Fly a plane in an emergency? Survive in the
most extreme conditions? Bear Grylls does. There is barely a terrain he hasn't conquered or an extreme
environment he hasn't experienced. From his time in 21 SAS, through to his extraordinary expeditions in
the toughest corners of each of the seven continents, Bear has accumulated an astonishing wealth of
survival knowledge. Now, for the first time, he is putting all his expertise into one book. How To Stay
Alive will teach you all of the essential skills you need to survive in the modern world. What readers
are saying about How to Stay Alive: 'In any emergency this is the one thing you take when you run! Could
be the thing that keeps you alive.' ***** 'This book has been a great source of information for the
family, it's great for facts, can't wait to fly a plane in an emergency.' ***** 'Genuinely essential every home should have one!' *****

Bear Grylls Survival Skills
Do you long for adventure without being quite sure how to find it? Do you want to sleep under the stars
and experience the wonders of the natural world? More of us than ever are spending weekends and holidays
climbing mountains, surfing waves or simply walking in the wilderness, as well as indulging in many
other more extreme activities. But how can we use our time out in the open to the full? Now, Bear
Grylls, one of the most intrepid survival adventurers of our day, shares his years of experience of the
world's most extreme terrain to help you get the most from the great outdoors. So, if you've always been
intrigued by kite surfing, now's the time to learn how to do it! Find out how to make a tree house, or
what dangers to watch out for when you're skiing or paragliding. And if you're planning a hike, discover
how to navigate across the hills without ever getting lost and what to pack in your rucksack to keep you
safe. Whether you're a novice mountaineer looking to graduate from the climbing wall to real rocks, or a
weekend camper in search of a little more adventure, this is the book for you.

Fuel for Life
Life in the wild teaches us invaluable lessons. Extreme situations force us to seize opportunities, face
up to dangers and rely on our instincts. But living a purpose-driven, impactful life can be an even
greater challenge In A Survival Guide for Life, Bear Grylls shares the hard-earned lessons he’s learned
from some of the harshest environments on earth. How do you keep going when all the odds are stacked
against you? How can you inspire a team to follow you in spite of obvious danger? What are the most
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important skills to learn if you really want to achieve your maximum potential? Bear’s instantly
inspiring tales from his adventures in all four corners of the globe include his personal life lessons
you will never forget. We’re all capable of living life more boldly and of having more fun along the
way. Here’s to your own great adventure!

Gold of the Gods
In Guatemala, a land of ancient civilizations and treacherous jungles, a young adventurer searches for
his long-lost sister . . . Beck finally has the information needed to help him track down his long-lost
sister, Dian, but his survival skills will be tested to the extreme as he attempts to find her home in a
remote corner of the Guatemalan jungle. With the help of his friend James, Beck must navigate underwater
caves, sheer falls, and jaguars lurking in the darkness . . . But does Dian even want to be found? This
is a thrilling novel of adventure by the “intrepid, insatiable explorer” famous for the TV show Running
Wild with Bear Grylls (Kirkus Reviews).

Bear Grylls World Adventure Survival Camp
Extreme Survivors tells the illustrated story of 60 of the most daring escapes, famous shipwrecks, and
ultimate survival stories. These are astonishing stories of human endurance and endeavour.

The Desert Challenge
Embark on an amazing adventure with Bear Grylls to explore the great outdoors. Learn how to prepare for
the outdoors in winter, how to identify and prevent hypothermia, and how to keep warm and dry on cold
nights. Includes step-by-step instructions and tips from Bear.

Man vs. Wild
Bestselling author Bear Grylls is best known for his seven seasons on National Geographic's Man vs.
Wild, his current NBC TV series, Running Wild with Bear Grylls, and his adventures climbing ice cliffs,
running through forest fires, and parachuting from balloons. Nature has taught Bear some important
lessons, and behind every feat is a story of grit, determination, and strength found in faith. In Soul
Fuel, Bear shares the backstories behind many of his most daring expeditions and how his faith gave him
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the purpose and power to carry on in 365 devotions as he explores themes of hope, courage, risk, heaven,
and more. Bear says: "I often don't feel very strong. Life can be a battle. We all feel that from time
to time. But any strength I do have seems to come in the quiet moments at the start of my day. It comes
when I am on my own, on my knees. It comes from taking time to be still with God. . . . So for me,
starting my day like this really helps. It is like food. Like good fuel for the soul." Already a
bestselling author, Bear is ready to open up on themes of faith, and Soul Fuel is perfect for fans of
Bear's TV series and for those who love to read about survival.

Bear Grylls Survival Camp
'Mouth-watering, travel-inspired recipes are accompanied by shopping tips and nutritional nuggets. The
action hero as domestic god - swoon!' The Lady Packed with comprehensive advice on ingredients, Fuel for
Life includes over 70 simple, mouth-watering recipes. Bear's encouraging and practical guidance will
motivate you to try new foods and show you healthy versions of your favourite meals. Free from wheat,
gluten, dairy and refined sugar, this is delicious, natural and wholesome food that you and your body
will love. Fuel for Life will help you feel healthier, happier, stronger and more energised, and will
your nourish your body for maximum success and long-term health. Readers are loving cooking Bear's
recipes: ***** 'Even the kids are loving these super healthy recipes.' ***** 'Packed with amazingly
tasty recipes . . . my whole family loved them.' ***** 'Love the easy recipes and practical advice.
Great book!'

Extreme Survivors: 60 of the World’s Most Extreme Survival Stories
The Sea Challenge
THE BOURNE IDENTITY meets Indiana Jones - a debut thriller to take your breath away. A mother and child
savagely abducted from a snow-swept mountainside. A loyal soldier tortured and executed on a remote
Scottish moor. A lost warplane discovered in the heart of the Amazon jungle, harbouring a secret of
earth-shattering evil. A desperate race to defeat a terrifying conspiracy emanating from the darkest
days of Nazi Germany. One thread unites them all. Only one man can unravel it. Will Jaeger. The Hunter.
GHOST FLIGHT, the explosive debut from TV presenter and survival expert Bear Grylls, was inspired by the
experiences of Bear's grandfather, Brigadier Ted Grylls, and his role in a secret task force during
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World War II.

Ghost Flight
COULD YOU SURVIVE THE JUNGLE? From real-life adventurer Bear Grylls, a heart-stopping contemporary
adventure inspired by Rudyard Kipling's classic The Jungle Book. After being washed away down the
Wainganga River during a flash flood, Mak wakes up alone in the Indian jungle.The jungle is full of
danger—poisonous snakes, cunning monkeys, and desperate poachers—and every step Mak takes might be his
last. Mak finds help and friendship from other jungle creatures, but he will need all his skill and luck
to survive and make his way back home.

Bear Grylls Adventure Annual 2020
Beck and his friends become lost in the Colombian jungle as they try to find Beck's kidnapped uncle and
the lost City of Gold.

Bear Grylls Great Outdoor Adventures
Find out about some of the most incredible expeditions in history. Explore central Africa with
Livingstone and Stanley, traverse the American West with Lewis and Clark, cross the arid Australian
outback with Burke and Wills, and join Amundsen and Scott's race to be the first to reach the South
Pole. Even take an exclusive peek into Bear's epic expedition through the frozen, treacherous waters of
the Northwest Passage!

How to Survive
Bear Grylls Extreme Planet
The complete guide to living in the wild from the ultimate survival expert In this essential guide to
living wild, Bear Grylls reveals the secrets of his years of fieldcraft experience. This is the
information you really need to know about living in the field from the man who has passed 21 SAS
selection, climbed Everest and survived in some of the most inhospitable regions on Earth. In his
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inimitable style, Bear has thrown out everything that's boring about scouting and fieldcraft and
concentrated only on what's exciting, inspirational and a little bit edgy. It's all here, from mastering
the art of making the perfect campfire and constructing the best camp, to navigating safely through all
terrains in all weathers - with or without a mapThe only other thing you'll need is this book! Bear
Grylls served for three years with the British Special Forces - 21 SAS. He is a world-record-breaking
adventurer, a bestselling author and one of the world's most sought-after motivational speakers. Bear's
prime-time adventure tv series reaches over a bilion viewers worldwide in over 150 countries. He was
recently awarded an honorary commission as a Lieutenant-Commander in the Royal Navy for his endeavours
with both adventure and charity. He is married to Shara and they have three sons, Jesse, Marmaduke and
Huckleberry.
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